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Abstract—Electrocortical and hemodynamic measures reli-

ably identify enhanced activity in the ventral and dorsal

visual cortices during the perception of emotionally arous-

ing versus neutral images, an effect that may reflect direc-

tive feedback from the subcortical amygdala. However,

other brain regions strongly modulate visual attention, such

as frontal eye fields (FEF) and intraparietal sulcus (IPS).

Here we employ rapid sampling of BOLD signal (4 Hz) in

the amygdala, fusiform gyrus (FG), FEF and IPS in 42 human

participants as they viewed a series of emotional and neutral

natural scene photographs balanced for luminosity and

complexity, to test whether emotional discrimination is evi-

dent in dorsal structures prior to such discrimination in

the amygdala and FG. Granger causality analyses were used

to assess directional connectivity within dorsal and ventral

networks. Results demonstrate emotionally-enhanced peak

BOLD signal in the amygdala, FG, FEF, and IPS, with the

onset of BOLD signal discrimination occurring between 2

and 3 s after stimulus onset in ventral structures, and

between 4 and 5 s in FEF and IPS. Granger causality esti-

mates yield stronger directional connectivity from IPS to

FEF than the reverse in this emotional picture paradigm.

Consistent with a reentrant perspective of emotional scene

perception, greater directional connectivity was found from

the amygdala to FG compared to the reverse. These data

support a perspective in which the registration of emotional

scene content is orchestrated by the amygdala and rostral

inferotemporal visual cortex. � 2014 IBRO. Published by

Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

Electrocortical and hemodynamic measures reveal

enhanced activity in ventral and dorsal visual cortices

during emotional relative to neutral picture perception

(Pourtois et al., 2004; Sabatinelli et al., 2005; Pessoa

et al., 2006; Anticevic et al., 2011; Sabatinelli et al.,

2013; Wiens and Syrjanen, 2013), an effect that may

reflect a natural selective attention to behaviorally rele-

vant stimuli (Vuilleumier and Driver, 2007; Lang and

Bradley, 2010; Pessoa and Adolphs, 2010; Markovic

et al., 2013). Some evidence suggests an association

between enhanced fusiform gyrus (FG) activity and direc-

tive feedback from the subcortical amygdala (Armony and

Dolan, 2002; Vuilleumier et al., 2004; Sabatinelli et al.,

2005, 2009).

However, other brain regions strongly modulate visual

attention, such as frontal eye fields (FEF) and intraparietal

sulcus (IPS) (Rizzolatti et al., 1987; Corbetta, 1998;

Schafer and Moore, 2007; Bisley and Goldberg, 2010).

This frontoparietal (FP) network is persistently involved

in a process of categorizing stimulus relevance and direct-

ing the locus of visual attention (Corbetta et al., 2008).

While the characteristics of this FP network have been

thoroughly investigated in target-driven visuospatial atten-

tion tasks (Serences and Yantis, 2006) the role of stimu-

lus emotion on the engagement of this network is

underexplored. While studies have demonstrated that

emotional stimuli evoke augmented FP activity (Moratti

et al., 2004; Sabatinelli et al., 2007a,b; Shafer and

Dolcos, 2012; Brosch and Grandjean, 2013; Ferri et al.,

2013), the mechanisms by which emotional characteris-

tics modulate FP activity are poorly defined (Adolphs,

2002; Mitchell et al., 2008; Vuilleumier and Huang,

2009; Frank and Sabatinelli, 2012).

One means of addressing research questions

regarding the temporal order of human brain activity is

through comparisons of the relative timing of the BOLD

signal within a structure across experimental conditions.

While the BOLD signal is inherently delayed and

smoothed relative to neural activity, the timing of signal

change within active clusters is highly reliable (Kim

et al., 1997; Menon and Kim, 1999; Miezin et al., 2000;

Lin et al., 2013). Here we sample the BOLD contrast four

times per second in 4-slice slabs of ventral (amygdala and

FG) and dorsal (FEF and IPS) brain regions during an

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2014.07.005
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emotional and neutral picture series to test whether emo-

tional discrimination is apparent in the FP network prior to

such emotional discrimination in the amygdala and FG.

There is evidence for a rapid response latency in human

(Kirchner et al., 2009) and macaque (Schmolesky et al.,

1998) FEF, and human data that suggest a role for FEF

in modulating attention enhancement in the visual cortex

(Taylor et al., 2007). If picture stimulus emotion is discrim-

inated in the FP network prior to the amygdala and FG, a

reentrant perspective of emotional perception (Freese

and Amaral, 2005; Sabatinelli et al., 2009; Vuilleumier

and Huang, 2009) would not be supported. If emotional

discrimination is apparent in the amygdala and FG prior

to such discrimination in the FP network, the emotion-

ally-enhanced activity seen in FP structures during scene

perception may reflect input from the amygdala and FG,

or other regions not yet sampled.

Rapid sampling also provides an opportunity to

determine potential asymmetries in directional

connectivity between structures within the ventral and

dorsal networks using Granger connectivity analyses.

As there is support for a directive effect of the amygdala

on FG (Anderson and Phelps, 2001; Vuilleumier and

Driver, 2007; Sabatinelli et al., 2009) and for the FEF on

IPS (Bressler et al., 2008), the current data will enable a

test of these hypothesized directional connectivities in

an emotional picture perception task.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants and procedure

Forty-five undergraduate students from the University of

Georgia participated in the experiment, receiving $20

USD compensation. Three subjects’ data were lost due

to MR scanner or stimulus presentation equipment

malfunction. Of the 42 participants (average age

22 years, standard deviation (SD) 3) in the final sample,

20 were female. All participants gave informed consent,

and this study was approved by the University of

Georgia Human Subjects Review Board. All participants

reported no neurological abnormalities and had normal

or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants were given

instructions and provided ratings of pleasantness and

emotional arousal of the experimental picture stimuli,

printed in booklet form. Prior to entering the bore of

the scanner, participants were fitted with earplugs,

headphones, fiber-optic goggles (Resonance

Technology, Inc., San Diego, CA, United States) and

given a patient-alarm squeeze ball. Padding inside the

head coil and explicit verbal instruction were used to

limit head motion. Each participant spent approximately

45 min inside the scanner, during which they received a

structural scan and a series of functional scans. In each

functional scan, participants were instructed to attend to

each picture and maintain fixation on a red point at the

center of the screen throughout the picture series.
Fig. 1. The approximate location of the 4-slice, 250-ms TR functional

prescriptions described in this study.
Stimuli

Participants viewed a pseudo-randomly ordered series of

pleasant, neutral and unpleasant pictures presented in
256 levels of grayscale, at 800 � 600 resolution, over a

30� horizontal field of view. The picture stimuli depicted

categories of content including (1) erotic couples, (2)

romantic couples and happy children/families, (3) land/

city scapes and people in daily activities, (4) threatening

animal and people, and (5) scenes of graphic bodily

injury. All stimuli were balanced by category to be

statistically equivalent in luminosity using GIMP 2.8

(www.gimp.org). Each participant was presented with

four blocks of 20 pictures, with the functional prescription

shifting across blocks (described further below). Sixty of

the 80 (20 stimuli were omitted due to a computational

error) pictures used in the experiment were balanced to

be statistically equivalent in joint photographic experts

group (JPEG) file size at 90% quality, as a rough gauge

of visual complexity. Each picture block began with a 2-s

checkerboard acclimation image, followed by a series of

20 experimental picture stimuli presented for 2 s each,

interspersed with fixation-only periods of 9–11 s.

Scanning parameters

Once participants were situated inside the magnet, a T1-

weighted structural volume was collected consisting of

156 sagittal slices with a 256 � 256 matrix and 1-mm

isotropic voxels. The functional prescriptions were each

comprised of four oblique axial slices (64 � 64 gradient

echo planar imaging (EPI), 18-cm field of view (FOV),

5-mm thickness, 1-mm gap, 25� flip angle, 30-ms echo

time (TE), 250-ms repeat time (TR)) positioned over

slabs of the brain to enable coverage of the amygdala,

FG, and substantial regions of calcarine fissure in one

prescription, and IPS and FEF in another. The order of

prescription sampling was counterbalanced across

participants. Each set of four slices was manually

positioned using the T1 volume for visual identification

of landmarks based on each participant’s anatomy. As

depicted in Fig. 1, a 4-slice prescription over the

amygdala and FG was centered on the amygdala and

tilted to abut the border between the ventral temporal

lobe and cerebellum. The 4-slice prescription covering

IPS and FEF was centered on the IPS and tilted to

cover the superior frontal lobe, using cluster locations

functionally derived from prior work as a guide (Paus,

1996; Sabatinelli et al., 2007a; Shafer and Dolcos,

2012). Two additional slice prescriptions were acquired

but are not presented here.
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Image processing and analyses

Each functional time series was motion corrected using

trilinear interpolation, spatially smoothed across two

voxels (5.625 mm full width at half maximum), linearly

de-trended and filtered at 0.02-Hz high pass, and

temporally smoothed with a 3-point (750 ms) Gaussian

filter using BrainVoyager QX 2.8 (Brain Innovation;

brainvoyager.com). Great care was taken at acquisition

to limit head motion, with explicit verbal instruction and

extensive head padding. In post-processing, trials with

residual motion were removed manually, by identifying

large (greater than four times the background variation)

and brief spikes in the time series that are indicative of

head motion. These spikes were located by examining

the average signal intensity across a majority of the

voxels in a slice (a rectangular region of greater than

half the voxels within the brain). This procedure resulted

in the removal of less than 2% of total trials, and no

more than four trials from any subject. Single-subject

analysis of variances (ANOVAs) were then performed

on the time-series data to identify the BOLD signal

associated with picture presentations. A two-gamma

hemodynamic response function was employed (Friston

et al., 1998), and a false discovery rate of p< 0.05

(Genovese et al., 2002) was applied to control for multiple

comparisons. A 10-mm3 cluster of activity was sampled

from significantly active voxels in each region of interest

(ROI). The coordinates for these functionally active clus-

ters were guided a priori by locations observed in previous

studies of emotional picture perception (Liu et al., 2012;

Sabatinelli et al., 2011; Sabatinelli et al., 2013) and visual

attention in IPS and FEF (Dyckman et al., 2007;

Sabatinelli et al., 2007a; Shafer and Dolcos, 2012).

Percent signal change at peak (deviated from pre-trial

baseline) was calculated using the average BOLD signal

from 3 to 9-s post stimulus onset.
Time series discrimination across stimulus content

To reliably identify the point at which emotion-specific

BOLD signal increases occurred in the amygdala, FG,

calcarine fissure, IPS, and FEF, non-parametric

permutation tests (Maris, 2004; Maris and Oostenveld,

2007) were computed for each time point and region in

the first 6 s (24 time points) of picture presentation. Labels

encoding picture valence (pleasant, neutral, and unpleas-

ant) were randomly reassigned in 5000 draws, and

checked for independence from previous permutation

orders. A repeated measures F-statistic was then gener-

ated for each time point, and a Gaussian function fit to

the distribution. The value of the F-statistic used in form-

ing the permutation distribution was computed as the

99.5th percentile of the distribution described by this fitted

Gaussian (p< .05). Correction for multiple comparisons

was achieved at a cluster threshold of three successive

time points (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007).
Granger causality (GC) analyses

The time series of each pair of ROIs (amygdala & FG, IPS

& FEF) from all participants were segmented into epochs
(trials) based on the onset times of the stimuli. After

removing the stimulus-triggered ensemble average from

each trial waveform, the resulting trials from all

participants were entered into GC spectral analysis

(Geweke, 1982; Ding et al., 2006) to identify the overall

frequency, degree, and direction of causal influences

between the ROIs. GC spectra can be estimated by para-

metric and nonparametric methods (Dhamala et al.,

2008). GC spectra from the parametric and nonparamet-

ric match very well when many data samples are collected

and appropriately modeled in the parametric approach. In

practice, we have a limited number of data points, even

when sampling at 4 Hz, but we still need to find an appro-

priate model order. As it is often difficult to find an appro-

priate model order for brain data with the traditional akaike

information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information crite-

rion (BIC) criteria (Dhamala et al., NeuroImage, 2008;

Antzoulatos and Miller, 2014), when appropriately mod-

eled, the parametric method yields GC values that have

no bias or less bias for short time series data (please

see the appendix of Dhamala et al., NeuroImage, 2008).

To take advantage of both approaches, here we deter-

mined the optimal model order for the parametric method

using a method developed recently (Adhikari et al., 2014)

by comparing the power spectra from the nonparametric

and parametric approaches at different model orders,

and choosing the model order yielding the lowest power

difference. The spectral GC from ROI l to ROI m is

defined as (Ding et al., 2006; Dhamala et al., 2008):

Il!m ¼ ln
Smm

Smm � jHlmj2
X
ll

� R2
lm

Rmm

 ! ð1Þ

where S is power spectra, H is transfer function, and noise

covariance R.

The significant peaks in the GC spectra were defined

by setting a GC threshold above the random-noise

baseline at significance p< .001. To find this threshold,

we computed GC from 1000 surrogate data sets that

were constructed by randomly shuffling trials across

ROIs and participants, and evaluated the distribution of

maximum GC values (Dhamala et al., 2008). The thresh-

old was thus based on the null hypothesis that there was

no statistical interdependence between nodes when trials

were randomized. After identifying significant peaks in the

causality spectra, the causality spectra within the

frequency band of interest were integrated over the fre-

quency band to compute the overall band-specific GC:

Fl!m ¼
1

f2 � f1

Z f2

f1

Il!mðfÞdf; ð2Þ

where f2–f1 is the frequency interval (band) of interest.

RESULTS

Stimulus ratings

Averages and standard errors of valence and arousal

ratings for the 80 picture stimuli used in this study are

shown in Table 1. The ratings for the 20 picture stimuli

selected from the International Affective Picture System

(IAPS) are drawn from the normative values (also drawn



Table 1. Picture stimulus ratings

Pleasant Neutral Unpleasant

Ratings of 20 IAPS stimuli Valence 7.14 (.16) 5.88 (.45) 2.89 (.30)

Arousal 5.65 (.32) 3.71 (.28) 6.34 (.27)

Ratings of 60 picture stimuli Valence 6.93 (.18) 5.89 (.16) 2.87 (.20)

Arousal 6.03 (.14) 3.65 (.22) 6.71 (.16)

Average (standard error) of self-reported valence and arousal ratings for the 80 picture stimuli used in this study. Ratings for the 20 picture stimuli used in Study 1 are drawn

from IAPS normative values (Lang et al., 2008).

Fig. 2. The random-effects group average of picture-driven activation

in dorsal (A) and ventral (B) regions, thresholded at FDR< .01,

overlaid on the average of standardized structural volumes from the

sample. Blue arrows indicate significant bidirectional Granger cau-

sality values between FEF and IPS (A) and the amygdala and FG (B).
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from undergraduate sample) published in the IAPS

technical manual (Lang et al., 2008), and differed reliably

across valence (F (2, 17) = 69.00, p< .001) with pleas-

ant stimuli yielding higher valence ratings relative to neu-

tral stimuli (F (1, 10) = 10.89, p< .01), which yielded

higher valence ratings relative to unpleasant stimuli

(F (1, 10) = 30.80, p< .001). Ratings of emotional arou-

sal were also reliably different across pleasant, neutral,

and unpleasant stimuli (F (2, 17) = 14.70, p< .001) with

neutral stimuli yielding lesser ratings of emotional arousal

relative to pleasant (F (1, 10) = 14.92, p< .01) and

unpleasant stimuli (F (1, 10) = 37.18, p< .001), with

unpleasant stimuli equivalent arousal ratings relative to

pleasant stimuli (F (1, 14) = 2.69, p > .1). The remaining

60 pictures (assembled by our lab to be consistent with

the IAPS stimuli) were rated equivalently by 26 partici-

pants, and differed reliably across valence (F (2,

50) = 115.68, p< .001) with pleasant stimuli yielding

higher valence ratings relative to neutral stimuli (F (1,

25) = 34.28, p< .001), which yielded higher valence rat-

ings relative to unpleasant stimuli (F (1, 25) = 96.54,

p< .001). Ratings of emotional arousal were also reliably

different across pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant stimuli

(F (2, 50) = 83.29, p< .001) with neutral stimuli yielding

lesser ratings of emotional arousal relative to pleasant (F

(1, 25) = 86.16, p< .001) and unpleasant stimuli (F (1,

25) = 106.98, p< .001), with unpleasant stimuli prompt-

ing greater arousal ratings relative to pleasant stimuli

(6.71 vs. 6.03 on a 1–9 scale; F (1, 25) = 14.30, p< .01).
Heavy arrows indicate significantly greater directional connectivity

from the amygdala to FG, and from IPS to FEF. (For interpretation of

the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to

the web version of this article.)
Picture-driven activation in regions of interest

Fig. 2 represents the random-effects ANOVA output of

dorsal (2A) and ventral (2B) regions thresholded at a

false discovery rate of p< .01, overlaid on the

averaged standardized structural volume of the

participant sample, and, for comparison, Fig. 3

represents the activity of a single subject. Table 2

presents the number of participants contributing,

location, size, and statistical reliability of the regions of

interest sampled in the study. Peak scores (BOLD

signal change from 3 to 9 s after, deviated from the

250 ms prior to picture onset) were averaged by subject

and ROI, and tested with multivariate ANOVA including

hemisphere and picture content as factors. We used

Wilks’ lambda to assess whether the individually-

extracted peak BOLD signal change values from the

four ROIs were reliably different across picture contents.

No interactions with the hemisphere were significant,

and thus scores from bilateral ROIs were averaged and

the analyses were recalculated. Shown in Table 3, peak
BOLD signal change across the amygdala, FG, FEF

and IPS showed significant effects of picture valence,

and followed a quadratic trend, indicating greater BOLD

signal change during pleasant and unpleasant, relative

to neutral picture presentation. No linear effects were

significant. Picture valence had no effect on BOLD

signal change in the calcarine fissure.

Timing of BOLD signal change across picture
contents

Fig. 4 shows the time course of the BOLD signal change

across pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant picture

presentations. The point of reliable BOLD signal

enhancement during emotional, relative to neutral

pictures is indicated by the arrow along the x-axis of

time, and yielded onsets of 2.25 s for the amygdala,



Fig. 3. An overlay of significant picture-driven functional activity from

a single participant in dorsal (top) and ventral (bottom) prescriptions,

depicting bilateral activity in frontal eye fields, intraparietal sulcus,

amygdala, and ventral visual structures.
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2.5 s for FG, 4.25 s for IPS, and 4.75 s for FEF. Illustrated

another way, a plot of the alpha value representing

reliable picture valence discrimination for each ROI is

shown in Fig. 5, focusing on the period from 2 to 6 s

after picture onset. Interactions representing significantly

delayed emotional discrimination in dorsal versus

ventral structures did not reach significance. Fig. 6

demonstrates the consistency of BOLD signal timing

across dorsal and ventral regions across all stimulus

conditions.
Table 2. Region of interest location, size, and t-statistic of picture-driven activ

ROI N Left

x y z Vol

Amygdala 39 �20.0 (.8) �6.1 (.6) �15.1 (.6) 712 (41)

Fusiform gyrus 42 �33.2 (.8) �44.6 (.9) �14.0 (.8) 941 (16)

Intraparietal sulcus 40 �27.9 (1.7) �58.7 (.8) 54.7 (.7) 938 (19)

Frontal eye fields 41 �44.0 (.6) �6.3 (.8) 52.4 (.8) 906 (21)

Calcarine fissure 42 �3.7 (.5) �90.4 (.6) �8.1 (1.0) 927 (14)

Means and standard errors of the location in Talairach space (Talairach and Tornoux, 1988

study. The midline calcarine fissure ROI is listed in the left column. The number of subject

from voxels significantly activated (FDR< .05) by the onset of a picture stimulus. T-statistic

size (across both left and right ROI) is 250 ll, and the maximum volume for each left and

Table 3. Region of interest peak BOLD percent signal change effects across

ROI Pleasant Neutral Unpleasant Valenc

Amygdala .140 (.04) .031 (.03) .153 (.02) (2,37)

Fusiform gyrus .307 (.03) .225 (.04) .312 (.03) (2,40)

Intraparietal sulcus .293 (.03) .131 (.04) .278 (.04) (2,38)

Frontal eye fields .284 (.03) .106 (.06) .233 (.03) (2,39)

Calcarine fissure .820 (.11) .838 (.10) .836 (.10) (2,40)

Means and standard errors of peak BOLD signal change, F-statistic, p-value, and trend t

unpleasant picture contents.
Directional connectivity analyses

GC analyses over a .09–1.8-Hz frequency band were

used to estimate the strength of directional connectivity

between the amygdala and FG, and between IPS and

FEF for each participant across the stimulus series. One

subject with GC values six standard deviations above

the mean was excluded from the ventral ROI analysis.

As shown in Fig. 7, the amygdala and FG showed a

significant bidirectional influence (p< .001 threshold at

GC> .0144), with the amygdala showing greater

directional connectivity to FG relative to the reverse (F
(1, 40) = 7.37, p< .01). The FEF and IPS also showed

significant bidirectional influence (p< .001 threshold at

GC> .0120), with IPS showing greater directional

connectivity to FEF relative to the reverse (F (1,

40) = 14.76, p< .001). These GC results are also

represented as heavy or light arrows between ROIs in

Fig. 2.
DISCUSSION

Assessing the relative contributions of dorsal and ventral

structures to the process of emotional discrimination in

humans is methodologically challenging, as high levels

of spatial and temporal resolution are necessary, and

direct access to all structures of interest via invasive

methods is extremely rare. Moreover, ventromedial

cortical and subcortical regions present a particularly

weak signature in the noninvasive electro- and

magneto-encephalogram. One means of addressing the

research problem is achievable through tracking the

relative timing of the BOLD signal within a structure

across emotional relative to neutral stimulus processing
ation

Right

t x y z Vol t

5.0 (.4) 18.4 (.7) �6.2 (.6) �14.9 (.7) 705 (44) 5.4 (.5)

10.2 (.7) 26.7 (.8) �43.2 (1.0) �13.8 (.7) 939 (20) 11.4 (.9)

8.8 (.7) 29.0 (.6) �58.2 (.8) 54.6 (.6) 900 (20) 8.6 (.7)

7.8 (.6) 44.4 (.5) �3.8 (.6) 54.3 (1.8) 880 (30) 8.1 (.6)

13.1 (.9)

), volume (in ll) and t-statistic for bilateral regions of interest (ROI) sampled in the

s (of 42 total) contributing to the ROI is listed in column N. All ROIs were sampled

values represent the average of all voxels within the cluster. The minimum cluster

right ROI sample is a 1000 ll cube.

picture contents

e F, p Quadratic F, p Linear F, p

= 4.32, p< .05 (1,38) = 8.03, p< .01 (1,38) = .080, ns

= 4.09, p< .05 (1,41) = 7.95, p< .05 (1,41) = .032, ns

= 5.05, p< .05 (1,39) = 10.37, p< .01 (1,39) = .164, ns

= 3.85, p< .05 (1,40) = 5.09, p< .05 (1,40) = 3.20, ns

< 1, ns (1,41) < 1, ns (1,41) < 1, ns

ests in the regions of interest sampled in this study across pleasant, neutral, and



Fig. 4. The time course of the BOLD signal in percent change,

deviated from a pre-picture baseline of 250 ms in calcarine fissure

(calc), amygdala (Amyg), fusiform gyrus (FG), intraparietal sulcus

(IPS) and frontal eye fields (FEF) across pleasant (blue), neutral

(green) and unpleasant (red) picture contents. Along the abscissa,

the gray bar represents the picture stimulus duration, and arrows

indicate the time point at which reliable emotional discrimination

occurred in the structure. (For interpretation of the references to

colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of

this article.)

Fig. 5. The onset of reliable discrimination of emotional picture

content within the ventral (red) and dorsal (blue) regions of interest,

expressed as a p-value. (For interpretation of the references to colour

in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this

article.)
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using rapid sampling in focused regions of interest. While

the BOLD signal is inherently delayed and smoothed

relative to neural activity, the timing of signal change

within active clusters is highly reliable (Kim et al., 1997;

Menon and Kim 1999; Miezin et al., 2000; Lin et al.,

2013). By comparing the time course of the BOLD signal

within regions of interest across experimental conditions,

the effective temporal resolution is limited only by the

sampling rate at which the BOLD signal can be reliably

recorded. With each region serving as its own timing con-

trol, potential confounds regarding variations in vascular

anatomy, as well as individual differences in BOLD timing

(Aguirre et al., 1998; Buxton et al., 1998), can be avoided.

Considering the strong relationship between local field

potentials and the BOLD signal (Logothetis and

Wandell, 2004), we may reasonably interpret the time-

resolved BOLD signal as representing underlying neural

activity of interest. The current rapid-sampling technique

has been employed to sample the amygdala and ventral

visual cortex during emotional and nonemotional picture

perception, providing support for an amygdalofugal reen-

trant feedback perspective of visual cortical enhancement

during emotional perception (Sabatinelli et al., 2009). This

and other efforts to increase the temporal resolution of

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Feinberg

and Setsompop, 2013) thus have utility to address some

basic research questions regarding the timing of neural

events.

Consistent with prior studies, BOLD signal from the

amygdala and FG recorded in the current study was

enhanced during emotionally arousing (pleasant and

unpleasant) versus neutral picture perception (Pourtois

et al., 2004; Sabatinelli et al., 2005; Pessoa et al., 2006;

Anticevic et al., 2011). Sampled at four times per second,

the latency at which this emotional-enhanced BOLD sig-

nal became significant was 2.25 and 2.5 s after picture

onset in the amygdala and FG, consistent with a prior

study in which these structures were sampled at 10 times

per second (Sabatinelli et al., 2009). Also consistent with

prior work, no picture content effects were found in the

calcarine fissure, offering some evidence that our efforts

to equate the simple physical properties of these complex

scene stimuli were successful. The integration of emo-

tional significance into visual perception as a result of

recurrent amygdala – FG processing fits well with concep-

tions of complex scene processing as an iterative,



Fig. 6. Double-Y graphs of average BOLD signal change

(+standard errors) across all picture stimuli in the amygdala and

FG (A), FEF & IPS (B), and ventral and dorsal ROIs overlaid (C). The

picture presentation period is shown as a gray bar from 0 to 2 s along

the X axes.

Fig. 7. Granger causality values (+standard errors) representing

directional connectivity across the picture series between the amyg-

dala and FG on the left, and FEF and IPS on the right. The dotted line

represents the threshold of significance.
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non-hierarchical mechanism (Lamme and Roelfsema,

2000; Grill-Spector and Malach, 2004; Vuilleumier et al.,

2005; Hegde and Felleman, 2007; Pessoa and Adolphs,

2010). In the primate, the initial inferotemporal cortical

response to a picture of a conspecific is thought to reflect

global categorization of the percept, and is followed by a

more sustained response that it associated with detail fac-

tors such as identity and facial expression (Nakamura

et al., 1994; Sugase et al., 1999; Nishijo et al., 2008).

The timing of this later stage of detail processing is
consistent with estimates of scene categorization latency

in human research (Junghöfer et al., 2001; VanRullen and

Thorpe, 2001; Codispoti et al., 2006; Tsuchiya et al.,

2009). We interpret that in the current and previous study

(Sabatinelli et al., 2009), this later processing stage

underlies the emotionally-enhanced BOLD signal present

in the amygdala and FG 2–3 s after stimulus onset. The

GC analysis of the interaction between the amygdala

and FG in the current study supports the reentrant per-

spective, in that significantly greater directional connectiv-

ity, possibly achieved via the inferior longitudinal

fasciculus (Catani et al., 2003), was evident from the

amygdala to FG than the reverse.

The FEF and IPS also showed greater activation

during emotionally arousing (pleasant and unpleasant)

relative to neutral picture perception, consistent with past

research using this emotional picture paradigm

(Sabatinelli et al., 2007a). This enhancement of the FP

network signal was evident despite the fact that picture

stimuli were presented across the full visual field, with cen-

tral fixation, and an instruction to inhibit scanning of the

image. While gaze location was not tracked in this study,

a previous control experiment employing the same instruc-

tion and emotional picture paradigm found no differences

in eye movements across pleasant, neutral, and unpleas-

ant picture presentations (Lang et al., 1998). It has also

been shown that activity in FEF can be evoked during

visual attention tasks in the absence of saccades

(Thompson et al., 2005; Armstrong et al., 2009), and thus

the presence of significant activity in the current study can

be considered relevant to visual attention, and not explicit

eye movements. The FEF and IPS are implicated in goal-

directed (‘‘top down’’) attention and interact with ventral

brain areas such as the temporoparietal junction and infe-

rior frontal gyrus, and have been shown to be involved in

stimulus-directed attention (Corbetta and Shulman,

2002; Asplund et al., 2010; Carretie, 2014).
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The primary aim of this study was to determine

whether this dorsal visual attention network

demonstrated emotional scene discrimination prior to

such discrimination in the amygdala and FG, and these

data suggest that this is not the case. In FEF and IPS,

the latency of emotionally-enhanced BOLD signal

became reliable between 4.25 and 4.75 s after picture

onset. Thus, if we accept that the timing of the BOLD

signal change within a structure relative to stimulus

onset reflects, in part, the role of that structure in

stimulus processing (Lin et al., 2013; Miezin et al.,

2000), then these data suggest that the FP network activ-

ity is unlikely to direct emotional discrimination in the

amygdala and ventral visual cortex. Additional work in

which dorsal and ventral regions are sampled simulta-

neously may delineate the direct relationship between

these structures in emotional perception. Moreover, stud-

ies in which ventral prefrontal regions are rapidly sampled

with sufficient signal quality may provide additional infor-

mation relevant to both dorsal and ventral networks during

emotional picture perception (Bechara, 2004; Morrison

and Salzman, 2011).

The GC analysis of the interaction between FEF and

IPS identified significantly greater directional

connectivity from IPS to FEF than the reverse, an effect

possibly realized via the inferior fronto-occipital

fasciculus (Wakana et al., 2004). This result is distinct

from prior investigations of this network in preparatory vis-

uospatial attention tasks (Grent-‘t-Jong and Woldorff,

2007; Bressler et al., 2008) in which participants were

asked to maintain central fixation and anticipate the onset

of weak, peripherally-presented target stimuli. In the

current experiment, the foveally-presented complex emo-

tional and neutral scene stimuli may have led to a pattern

of directional connectivity in which IPS informs FEF to a

greater extent than the reverse. An electrocortical study

in which steady-state visual-evoked potentials recorded

during emotional and neutral picture perception were ana-

lyzed using GC suggests that directive connectivity may

exist from superior parietal to inferior temporal, and ante-

rior temporal to dorsal prefrontal regions (Keil et al.,

2009), and thus future studies employing rapidly sampled

BOLD signal may investigate the directional connectivity

across subcortical and prefrontal, as well as ventral and

dorsal visual attention regions.
STUDY LIMITATIONS

Our primary goal in this experiment was to determine if

the emotional discrimination we knew to exist in the FP

network preceded such discrimination in the amygdala

and FG. While it may be tempting to interpret the

relative timing of emotional discrimination as suggesting

a hierarchy from ventral to dorsal structures, the current

data cannot speak of this relationship directly, as these

regions were sampled at different times. Moreover, GC

analyses were performed to address separate questions

relevant to the processes of emotional perception within
dorsal and ventral networks. Again, these data cannot

speak of the direct causal relationships between dorsal

and ventral structures, as these regions were sampled
independently. We hope that future work will begin to

define a direct relationship between the dorsal and

ventral structures. Despite these apparent limitations,

we believe the current study to be a critical and

necessary step in this line of investigation that offers

unique and considerable value through innovative use of

available imaging methodology.

Regarding the potentially controversial use of GC

analyses with fMRI data, we are confident that as long

as hemodynamic responses across regions are not

highly variable, the application of GC to BOLD time

series data is justified. Accumulating evidence (Bressler

et al., 2008; Wen et al., 2012; Sathian et al., 2013) dem-

onstrates the effectiveness of using GC to characterize

brain interactions from fMRI data. Moreover, a recent arti-

cle by Wen and colleagues focused on this issue (Wen

et al., 2013) concluded that GC is a practical technique

for fMRI data analysis. Here, in our data, the hemody-

namic latency variability was low (see Fig. 6), and the

sampling interval was much faster than is typically used,

providing greater characterization of BOLD contrast. We

also note that we collected relatively few trials per subject,

and this may impact the reliability of our analyses. As a

result of hardware constraints on our MR scanner, we

were limited to 4096 successive image samples, and this

practical concern limited the number of trials that could be

collected per block at our fast sampling rate. Thus our

Granger analyses were conducted with 20 experimental

trials per region in each participant. However, other

design factors (large N, many data points per trial epoch)

enabled the total number of data points used in our Gran-

ger analyses to remain high, and equivalent to prior inves-

tigations of fMRI data with GC (Bressler et al., 2008).

Thus, we feel confident that our data collection scheme

and analyses support our inferences.

Our emotional picture paradigm is comparatively

direct, as subjects are simply asked to attend to each

2-s picture and maintain fixation. While this low-load

task has been considered to foster variability in

hemodynamic data (Specht et al., 2003), we believe the

basic nature of the task to be an empirical strength that

highlights the dynamic neural mechanisms engaged in

the moments directly after picture onset. This basic per-

ceptual-attentive process is thus differentially driven

(across trials) most essentially by the content of the pic-

ture itself, and not by competing tasks that exist prior to

or in concert with stimulus onset. Of course these are

empirical questions that may be investigated in future

studies employing within-subject single- and dual-task

designs.

In summary, here we sought to determine whether the

emotionally-enhanced BOLD signal in the ventral visual

cortex might be driven by scene-processing

mechanisms within the FP visual attention network, by

examining the latency of emotional-enhanced BOLD

signal in the dorsal and ventral regions of interest using

rapid functional imaging while a gender-balanced

sample of 42 participants viewed a balanced set of

emotional and neutral scenes. We replicated the timing

of the emotionally-enhanced BOLD signal within the

amygdala and FG to between 2 and 3 s after stimulus
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onset (Sabatinelli et al., 2009), and found latencies

between 4 and 5 s in FEF and IPS. Consistent with a

reentrant perspective of emotional scene perception, sig-

nificantly greater directional connectivity was evident from

the amygdala to FG than the reverse, while IPS showed

greater directional connectivity to FEF than the reverse

in this emotional scene-viewing paradigm. These data

suggest that emotionally-enhanced activity in human

ventral visual structures is not driven by discrimination

processes in dorsal visual attention networks, and may

instead reflect feedback from the subcortical amygdala,

or other structures such as ventral prefrontal regions that

may be sampled in future studies.
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